
Y3  Home Learning Journey tasks
To be returned to school by 25.05.22

Have a go at these activities to support our learning!

Personal Development

Create your own Dream Jar

based on Roald Dahl’s BFG.

Write your dreams and

ambitions for the year inside

the jar.

The more magical and colourful

the better!

Spanish

Create your own calendar in

Spanish, drawing a picture

for every month of the year

(can you include the

seasons?)

Art

Similar to our work in class on

tie dye, can you dye your own

piece of fabric using fruits,

vegetables or even plants you

have at home?

OR research a famous textile

artist

3 merits 3 merits 3 merits

P.E

Create your own game for the

class using catching and

throwing.

It must have a minimum of 3

rules.

History

Find an opportunity to walk

down Stalham High Street.

Can you spot any clues on the

buildings as to how old they

are? Take photos, add them

to your book or email your

class teacher!

Music

Learn and perform a summer

themed song of your choice!

2 merits 3 merits 3 merits

Maths

Choose a fraction and

represent it in as many

different ways as you can, for

example ½ of a pizza.

English

Create your own poem based

on your favourite season.

Draw a picture to compliment

your poem.

Science

Plan your own shadow

experiment. Record the enquiry

type, how you will complete the

experiment and your findings-

these could be in photographs.

2 merits 3 merits 3 merits

You can choose to do as many activities as you like but take care with your presentation. The more

activities you complete, the more merits you earn- the amount of merits stated above are the

maximum you will be rewarded for each task. Please complete your work on paper and stick it neatly

into your book. For the making activities, either take a photo of your make and stick it in or bring it

in- we love seeing them! When you have completed an activity, cross out the box to show what you

have achieved. Enjoy your learning!

Miss Williams, Mrs Smithson and Mrs Smith


